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Lapsy’s Lesson - Physical Education

Lesson 4 – Parent/

Child Version.

L.O: 

To Work On The Base 
Skills Necessary To 
Develop An Efficient 
Running Technique.

STARTING ACTIVITY – Runner’s Warm Up (10 minutes)
Each of the following exercises should be carried out for approximately fifteen to twenty seconds. 
You should demonstrate each yourself to avoid the injury of your child. (See activity sheet)

 Running on the spot.

 Heel flicks: Hands on bum and bring heels to the hands.

 High knees: Hands out in front or use a cushion as a target to drive the knees high.

 Side steps: Knees slightly bent, fast feet whilst moving sideways for a few steps.

 Wide squats: Feet wider than shoulder width pointing at 10 and 2 as if standing on a   
 clock  face, keep back straight, knees don’t go past the toes, stick bum out.

 Alternate forward lunges: Keep back straight, front knee doesn’t go past the toes,   
  back knee parallel to the floor, try not to overstep forwards to help maintain balance and  
  alignment. Bring feet back together and swap legs for the lunge.

 One-legged knee hug standing on the spot: Slight bend in the knee of standing leg,  
  body upright to maintain good balance and posture, hug knee with both arms to   
 the chest for a few seconds and then swap legs. Repeat alternatively.

 Hamstring kicks on the spot: Both arms in front at chest level or slightly lower depending  
 on flexibility levels, feet shoulder width apart. Kick one leg in front to try to reach the   
 arms. Alternate feet (similar movement to walking like Frankenstein).

 Leg swings forwards and backwards (hold on to chair or wall).

 Hip openers: Feet shoulder width apart, knees slightly softened. Stand on left leg.   
 Raise right leg up, with bent knee, in front of you. From the hips turn the leg out to   
 the right side as if you’re opening a gate. Bring right leg back to centre line and place   
 foot on floor. Repeat on other side. Use chair or wall for support if needed.
  

Materials Required:
Pillows / cushions
Chair / wall space
Towel / Skipping Rope/Tape
Blankets
Boxes / baskets
Socks / toys
Cones / plastic cups

Key Words: 
Squat
Lunge
Raise
Posture

Differentiation: 
Warm up exercise times can be 
differentiated for alternative levels 
of fitness.
Different carousel activities can be 
chosen to match ability and focus 
for development.
Extension and guidance points 
provided for each individual activity.

Objectives Extra 
Information
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 Hip circles: Feet slightly wider than shoulder width apart, hands on hips, trace a circle  
  shape with your hips as if hula hooping in one direction for a few rotations. Change   
 direction and repeat.

 Two-footed calf raises: Hands by side, feet shoulder width apart and feet on floor to   
 start. Keep legs straight and raise up on to the toes as if trying to make yourself taller.  
  Hold on for a couple of seconds before lowering back down. Repeat a few times. Use a  
 chair or wall for support if needed.

 One-footed calf raise: Repeat as above but on leg.

 Quick feet on the spot: On toes, pumping arms.

 Arm Circles (double arm forwards, double arm backwards, swimming motion): 
 Arms brushing past ears, big exaggerated movements. Body upright.

 Arm Circles variation: arms out to the side of the body to form a t shape. Rotate arms  
 forwards tracing a small circle with the fingers. Increase the size of the circle gradually  
 every few rotations, e.g. size of pound coin, ping pong ball, golf ball, tennis ball, football,  
 basketball, exercise ball.

 Open and close hugs: Alternate the cross of the arms, pretending they are hugging a  
 friend they haven’t seen in ages.

 Fast arms: Feet static, pump arms forward and backwards as fast as possible.

 Torso twists: Feet shoulder width apart, arms in front at chest height with hands on top  
 of each other and elbows pointing to the sides. Twist from waist upwards to the side with  
 head facing in the same direction with each twist. Get them to pretend they are balaning  
 a plate of jelly on each elbow so they need to keep them level so the jelly doesn’t wobble  
 too much.

 Flying superhero pose: Stand with feet shoulder width apart to begin with.  Arms out in  
 front. Standing on the right leg slowly lift the left leg up straight behind pretending that  
  you can fly for a few seconds. Place left leg down again. Repeat a few times on the same  
 leg before switching to the other side. 

Traffic light expected lesson 
outcomes: 
 I have worked on running skills to 

develop my technique.
 I have pushed myself to develop 

my technique in running through 
skills-based practice.

 I have pushed myself to develop 
my technique in running through 
skills-based practice and can 
suggest how to develop a drill to 
push myself further.

Objectives Extra 
Information
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MAIN TEACHING – Running Drills to Develop Skills. (5 minutes)
Choose a combination of the following games depending on what materials you have available and 
run them as a carousel with your child.

LINE DRILL (AVOID THE RIVER/LAVA)

GUIDANCE/EXTENSION – twenty to thirty second bursts depending on effort level and ability to 
perform movements. Allow for rest/water break in between each.

Lay out the towel/skipping rope in a straight line on the floor with enough room either side for 
exercises. For exercises involving standing on one or both legs keep the body upright to prevent the 
top half of the body pushing you off balance. Soften knees on initiation of movement and when feet 
contact with the floor again to prevent impact damaging knees. Pretend the line is a river or lava and 
you don’t want to step in it. 

 Forward/backwards jump: Two feet together facing line. Jump forwards and backwards 
over the line. 

 Forward/backwards hops: Stand on one leg. Hope over line and back again. Repeat a few 
times on one side before changing legs.

 Forward/backwards running: Start by standing with the line in front of you. Step forward  
 with right leg, then left leg so that that the line is behind you. Step back with right leg, then  
 left leg so that the line is in front again.

 Leg switch: Stand with left foot in front of the line and right foot behind. Jump and switch  
 so that the left foot is now behind and the right in front. Alternate

 Side jumps: Start with line to either left or right side of the body. Both feet together and   
 jump sideways over the line.

 Side hops: Start with right leg and hop sideways over the line. Repeat a few times and then  
 switch to the left leg.

Line Drill 
/ Avoid The Lava

Objectives Extra 
Information
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Side leaps: Stand on your left leg with the line on your right-hand side. Hop sideways 
across the line and land on your right leg.  The line is now on your left-hand side. Hop back  

 over the line and land on the left leg. Keep alternating.

  Benefits:
  Strengthening both legs.
  Practice balance and coordination needed for running.
  Maintaining good posture when running, i.e. not slouched over.
  Quick feet = less contact with the ground.

SPELL YOUR NAME/WORD

GUIDANCE/EXTENSION – For younger children you can create letters for them to trace. Ask them 
to tell you the letter they are tracing. Practice tracing upper-case and lower-case letters. Can they 
do a maths question and trace the answer, e.g. 1 + 1 = ?

 Keeping body upright but relaxed, looking forward, small nibble movements with the feet.

 Using forward, backwards and sideways movements trace the letters of your name on the 
floor.

 Make the letters as big as you can (dependent on floor space available).

  Benefits:
  Maintaining good posture and balance, especially when changing direction.
  Working different muscles in the legs.
  Working on concentration of surroundings when having to change direction to   
  trace letters.
  Concentration on more than one task (mental and physical exercise).
  Improve communication, literacy and numeracy skills in the process of exercising.

Spell Your Name/
Word

Objectives Extra 
Information
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NOUGHTS AND CROSSES

GUIDANCE – Variation: Just have three items to use per team. When all items are on the grid you 
can move an item to another square. Perform an exercise before placing next item, e.g. two star 
jumps.

Create a criss-cross grid on the floor. Put together two piles of items (toys, socks, something small 
and lightweight). In teams, the first to create a line of three items on the grid wins (horizontally,
vertically or diagonally). Play best of three or five. Switch teams around (boys vs girls etc.).

  Benefits:
  Problem solving under pressure.
  Working on speed.
  Team work.

SCAVENGER HUNT

GUIDANCE – Can be more cryptic with items, e.g. your favourite toy, an item of clothing when it’s 
cold, an item to represent each letter of the alphabet, etc.

Create a list of items to find in the house/flat or round the garden (dependent on space available at 
home for use). Have a basket or box to place items in. Read out the items one by one and time how 
long it takes to complete the list. (Suggestion: Combine this activity with the Lapsy PSHE activity)

  Benefits:
  Mental and physical workout.
  Understanding clues/problems under pressure.
  Reasoning skills: Explain why an item was chosen.

OBSTACLE COURSE

GUIDANCE – Aims will vary. For younger children it’s about completing it. Older children can be 
timed and see if they can beat their time after several attempts or add something like balance an 
item on their head.

Noughts And 
Crosses

Scavenger
Hunt

Obstacle
Course

Objectives Extra 
Information
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Create an obstacle course using items such as pillows (hurdles, stepping stones), blankets, chairs 
(obstacles to climb over or under), items to carry to boxes, etc. Be inventive but safe too.

  Benefits:
  Learning how to change direction (can mimic running outdoors when faced with  
  obstacles, change of terrain or elevation).
  Exercising mind and body.
  Being creative making up courses.

TRAFFIC LIGHTS

GUIDANCE – Safety is important so assess the space you’re in and instruct whether activities 
should be performed on the spot or free movement around the space is allowed.

Assign actions to the three colours of the traffic light, e.g. red = stand still, amber = jogging, 
green = sprinting. Call out the colours in a random order. Change actions depending on the level 
being taught.

  Benefits:
  Work on listening skills.
  Understanding how change of speed or activity uses different muscles/movements.

MAIN TASK – (30 minutes)
Have your child complete the carousel activities.

PLENARY – (15 minutes)

COOL DOWN
Each stretch held for 20-30 seconds.

 Knee hugs: Lie on back and bring knees to the chest. Small gentle rocking movements   
 backwards and forwards, and side to side to loosen out the lower back.

 Spine stretch: Lie on back with legs and arms stretched out to form a long beanpole shape.

Objectives Extra 
Information
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 Seated butterfly stretch: Sitting position with back straight. Soles of feet together.   
 Gently pulsing the knees.

 Seated toe reach: Sitting with both legs stretched out in front. Stretch arms above   
 head and slowly reach forwards towards the toes. If you can’t reach the toes reach   
 as far forward as physically possible and hold.

 Standing quad stretch: Stand on left leg. Bend right leg behind and grab your foot with  
 the right hand. Keep body upright. Replace right foot on floor and repeat with the left leg.

 Standing hamstring stretch: Stand with right leg placed in front of the body. Flex the foot  
 and place heel on the floor, keeping the leg straight. Bend the left leg and place hands   
 above the knee, whilst tilting your torso forward and keeping the spine straight. Repeat on  
 other side.

 Side stretch: Start with feet together. Cross left leg behind the right leg. Stretch left arm  
 above your head and then lean over to the right-hand side of the body to form a banana   
 shape. Bring the left arm back towards the left-hand side and lower to side. Uncross left leg  
 and place back next to the right leg. To repeat on the other side, cross the right leg behind  
 the left leg, raise right arm up and lean towards the left-hand side of the body.

 Calf stretch: Stand a couple feet away facing the wall and place hands on it. Bend the left  
 knee (make sure knee doesn’t go past the toes) and step the right leg back behind with   
 heel on the floor and leg straight. Lean into the wall and push the right heel into the floor.  
 Repeat on the other side.

 Standing pigeon pose: Stand a couple of feet away from the wall. Cross right leg across  
 the left leg, resting the ankle on the right leg. Hands on wall for support whilst lowering into  
 a partial sitting position. Repeat on the other side.

 Tree hug: Stand with feet shoulder width apart. Lift arms up to shoulder height and inter 
 lace fingers. Round arms, as if hugging a tree whilst, opening up the shoulder blades.

 Reverse shoulder stretch: Interlace hands behind your back. Gentle raise both arms up.  
 Keep back straight (don’t lean forward).

Objectives Extra 
Information
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 Arm cross: Stand with feet shoulder width apart. Cross right arm across the chest. Use left  
 arm to pull the right arm closer. Repeat with the right arm.

 Overhead arm stretch: Stand with feet shoulder width apart. Raise left arm above head  
 and then bend elbow. Place hand on the back. Take right hand and gently push on the left  
 elbow. Switch arms and repeat.
 

DISCUSSION:
Ask about favourite activities from session: your child should give reasons why.
Ask how an activity could be different next time, e.g. more challenges, points awarded, etc.

Objectives Extra 
Information
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Alternate Leg Lunge Hip OpenersHamstring KicksOne Leg Knee Hug

Traffic Light Game Standing Quad 
Stretch

Standing Hamstring
 Stretch

Side Stretch Calf Stretch Standing Pigeon 
Pose

Lapsy’s Lesson - Physical Education

Reverse Shoulder
Stretch

Arm Crossed Overhead Arm
Stretch

Activity Sheet
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Objectives Making My Own Sun Extra 
Information

Reflection Child’s Progress
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